®

WTG 50

tungsten-elecrode cutter

• cutter for Neutrix
WAG40/WAG90-Series
• economic cutting of
WIG-electrodes
• cutting electrodes
from 1,0 -5,6 mm
• possible electrode-length
3-85 mm
• collecting container for
cutted electrodes

www.neutrix.biz

The Neutrix WAG50 was developed, only for cutting tungsten electrodes.

With the setting gauge you can adjust the length of the
electrode.The operation is repeatable for electrodes from
3mm to 85mm.
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Cuttin unit (T). You can cutt the electrodes to the desired
length.
The cutted electrode is located in the collecting container (A)

With the collecting container (A), you can transport the cutted
electrodes to a place of your choice loss-free.

Throug the inspection glas you can controll the quality
of the diamond-cuttingdisc.
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The speed-control optimizes the cutting process.
The optimum speed for cutting is on setting 2.
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The dust-container (S) under the stand, is collecting the fine
dust from the cutted electrode.

A solid stand (no accessories mounted), stabilizes the device
during the cutting process.

Accessories (mounted) allowes the cutting of all tungsten
electrodes.

Neutrix-devices are CE marked and satisfies all applicable
EU regulations.
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- tungsten electrode cutter
WTG50 ART.-Nr.: 59000
Is a cutting device (no accessories) for tungsten electrodes, which is used in connection with
WAG40-, WAG90MAX- and UltimaTig-series
technical data:
power:
power supply:
RPM:
lpa sound pressure:
vibrtion value:
diameter of electrode:
diamond-cutting disc:

scope of delivery:
850 W
230 V/ 50 - 60 Hz
Regelbar von 8.000 min-1 bis 22.000 min-1
88,8 dB(A)
5 m/s²
1,0 mm bis 5,6 mm
ø 50 mm

WTG50
- cuttinghead with motor
- cuttingunit
- dust-container
- accessories and service tools in
WAG40/WAG90-Serie included

accessorie set art.-nr.:59200
- electrode holder
- electrode clamp ø 1,6/2,4/3,2 mm
- wrench 13/17
- wrench 14/17
- allen key SW4
- allen key Sw2
- tray for tools
- mounting for electrode holder & clamps

WTG50Z Art.-Nr.:59100
Is a cutting device (including accessories) for all grinded and non-grinded
tungsten electrodes.
All 3 items are to be obtained individually

- Developments
®

Art.-Nr. 44070

Art.-Nr.: 54070

WAG 40

Art.-Nr.: 54071

WAG 40SW

WAG 40S

More information to our products,
videomaterial and prospects you
can find on: www.neutrix.biz

Quality in cutting

dealer:

Art.-Nr.: 55000

WAG90MAX

